
FAILING FORWARD : BUILDING A POSITIVE 
RELATIONSHIP WITH FAILURE

Stella talks about building a positive relationship with failure. She shares her personal journey of learning 

through failure that has resulted in great personal success for her. When she started Reo in 2009 after 

completing a medical degree, she was 27 years old and had no experience in being a manager or a 

leader. Since then  she has learnt how to be a CEO and is recognised as one of Australia’s top female 

entrepreneurs.  There was no school or training course that taught her how to be a CEO,  the journey of 

facing challenges and learning from big failures is where the  growth has happened. 

Stella shares her journey of coming from a series of career and business failures and how to build a 

healthy relationship with failure. She shares how to draw the wisdom out of great failures and then how to 

build a mindset of personal forgiveness so you can keep pushing on. Stella truly believes that if the 

corporate system could reward failure as it does success then we will have a much different 

experience of work-life balance and work-life success. Growth happens by facing life’s challenges. 

Stella challenges the audience with a question: If we grow as a collective through facing and learning 

from challenges like failure, but don't have a positive relationship with failure, how can we truly grow?

TALK LENGTH - 15 MINUTES   |  BOOKING TIME -  1 HOUR

To book Stella for your event 
Contact Bronwyn dos Santos on Bronwyn@reogroup.com.au or

Stella on Stella@reogroup.com.au
02 8211 3488

Your team will learn:

S T E L L A  P E T R O U  C O N C H A

The magic of growth happens at the 
turn of failure.

You need to retract to expand - you can 
only grow and learn about yourself with 
failure.

What would happen if we changed our 
attitude towards failure?

Love yourself through life’s ups and 
downs. Self-forgiveness and kindness 
is your growth accelerant.


